We show that there exists a homeomorphism from the hyperspace of the Hubert cube Q onto the countable product of Hubert cubes such that the > A:-dimensional sets are mapped onto B k x Q x Q x • , where B is the pseudoboundary of Q. In particular, the infinitedimensional compacta are mapped onto B ω , which is homeomorphic to the countably infinite product of lj. In addition, we prove for k G {1,2,... ,00} that the space of uniformly > A-dimensional sets in 2 Q is also homeomorphic to (lj) ω .
Introduction.
If X is a compact metric space then 2 X denotes the hyperspace of X equipped with the Hausdorff metric. According to Curtis and Schori [6] 2 X is homeomorphic to the Hubert cube Q whenever X is a nontrivial Peano continuum.
Our primary interest is the subset of 2 Q consisting of all infinitedimensional compacta. This space is an F^-set in 2 e and one may expect that it is homeomorphic to the countable product of the preHilbert space lj = {x el 2 : Xi = 0 for all but finitely many /}.
We prove this conjecture. The space (β) ω is in a sense maximal in the class 3^$ of absolute F σδ -spaces and it has received a lot of attention in recent years because of its topological equivalence to numerous function spaces, see e.g. Dijkstra et al. [7] .
For k G {0, 1, 2, ... , 00} we let Dim>^(X) denote the subspace consisting of all > /:-dimensional elements of 2 X . We define and Dim<^(X) in the same way. Let Dim>^(X) stand for all uniformly > A:-dimensional compacta in 2 X , i.e. spaces such that every nonempty open subset is at least ^-dimensional. The default value here is X = Q, i.e., Dim>^ = Dim>^(Q) etc. In the final section we illustrate the power of the technique that we developed to prove the main theorems by applying the method to function spaces C P (X) .
For an explanation of undefined terminology see van Mill [12].
2. Absorbing systems. Let Γ be an ordered set and let Jί y be a collection of spaces for each γ e Γ. Each Jt y is assumed to be topological and closed hereditary. Let ^# stand for the whole system (^γ)γeΓ' Let X = (X γ ) γ er be an order preserving indexed collection of subsets of a topological copy E of Q, i.e., X γ c X γ > if and only if y < /.
The system X is called ^-universal if for every order preserving system (A γ ) γ in Q such that A γ e Jt γ for every γ G Γ, there is an embedding /: Q -• E with f~ι(X γ ) = A γ . The system X is called strongly ^-universal if for every order preserving system (A γ ) γ in Q such that A y e J£ y for every γ e Γ, and for every map f:Q->E that restricts to a Z-embedding on some compact set K, there exists a Z-embedding g: Q-+E that can be chosen arbitrarily close to / with the properties: g\K = f\K and g~ι(X γ )\K = A γ \K for every γ . The system X is called reflexively universal if for every map f:E->E that restricts to a Z-embedding on some compact set K, there exists a Z-embedding g: E -> E that can be chosen arbitrarily close to / with the properties: g\K = f\K and g~ι{X γ ) \K = X γ \K for every γ. Observe that X is strongly ^"-universal whenever X is ^-universal and reflexively universal. If X 7 e ^# 7 then the converse is also true.
The system X is called ^-absorbing if (1) X y G Jί Ί for every yeΓ, (2) \J{Xγ :yeΓ} is contained in a σZ-set of E, and (3) X is strongly ^-universal. This notion appears to be a successful synthesis of the β-matrices technique of van Mill [11] and the generalized absorbers of Bestvina and Mogilski [2] . The power of the method we introduce here comes mainly from the relative ease of application.
As expected we have a uniqueness theorem for absorbing systems: 
Let ά be an extension of a to a homeomorphism of Q. Since a o gi(X) is just as X strongly universal we can find a Z-embedding β: α o gi(A i+ \) U Bi+\ -+ Q that fixes K' = ao gi{A M ) U B t and that has the property Let β be an extension of β to a homeomorphism of Q. If we put fi+\ = jfiH 1 oά then one can easily verify the induction hypothesis for i+l. Since a and β and hence fi+\ can be chosen arbitrarily close to the identity we may assume that h = lim^oo g, is a homeomorphism of Q. The function Λ maps each X y onto Yy.
3. Absorbing sequences in β N . We shall now consider the special case that the system X is a decreasing sequence Q D X\ D Xι D • . Formally, this corresponds to choosing Γ = N with an inverted ordering. As a further simplification we assume that all the Jt γ 's are equal to a fixed Jt and use the term ^f-absorbing sequence. In addition, if Γ is a singleton then we call X an •#-absorber. Recall that the pseudoboundary B of Q is an <?£-absorber, where 5ζ is the collection of σ-compact spaces. Observe that if X is an jfabsorbing sequence and Jί is closed under finite intersections then X^ = pi?^ χ t is an ^-absorber, where Jί δ stands for the collection of countable intersections of elements of Jt.
Let X be a subset of Q. We define three decreasing sequences of subsets of β Proof. Let p n be a metric on Q such that ρ(x, y) = max{p n (x n ,y n ):n€N} is a metric on <2 N . Consider a map /: Q -> <2 N that restricts to a Zembedding on some compactum K and a sequence <2 D A\ D AΊ D • of elements of jf. We may assume that / is a Z-embedding. Write Q\K as a union of compacta (^)£ 0 with F t c int(JF/+i) and J^o = 0 Let ε > 0 and define the decreasing sequence ε z = min{2" z ε, \p{f(K),f{Fϊ))}. Consider now the n-th component fn-Q -> Q of f. We shall construct a sequence α 0 , a\, ... of functions from <2 into Q with the following properties:
Put ctQ = f n and assume that α z has been constructed. Using the strong ^-universality of X we find a Z-embedding β:
close to α/l^ +i, with β\Fi = α/|F/ and β' ι (X) = A n nF i+ ι. Extend jS to a map α/ +1 : Q -• Q that restricts to / on Q \ F ί+2 The α/ 's obviously form a Cauchv sequence and we can define the continuous map g n = lim^oo α/. One may verify that g n has the following properties:
Λ |F Z is a Z-embedding for every /, g-\X)\K = A n \K.
Note that ^ is one-to-one and hence an embedding. The set g(Q) is contained in the σ Z-set f(K) U U/^o ^(^z) x β x β x * and is therefore a Z-set. The maps / and g are ε-close and f\K = g\K. Let XG(2\^. If x is an element of A n then x G f|y=i A/ Consequently, we have <? 7 (x) G X for j=l,2 9 ...,n.
This means that #(x) G S n (X) c ^(JΓ) c ^(X). On the other hand, if g(x)
is an element of S'^(X) then gj{x) G X for some y > n and hence x G AJ C ^4« . This completes the proof.
Consider now the pseudoboundary B of the Hubert cube. This is an ^-absorber in Q. The conditions (1) and (2) It is well known that σ is homeomorphic to Ij and that it is a so-called fd-capset in Q or, in our terminology, an absorber for the strongly countable dimensional σ-compacta. It is easily verified by juggling coordinates that the system S(σ) is homeomorphic to S(B) in β N and hence ^-absorbing. Observe that the following systems are all homeomorphic:
We can take this one step further: COROLLARY 
If Y is an S^#-absorber in Q then the sequences S(Y), S'(Y) and S"(Y) are
be a map and let K be a closed subset of 2 Q such that F\K is a Z-embedding. We may assume that F is a Z-embedding. Let ε: 2 Q -• / be a map with the properties: ε" 1^) = 
F(K) and e(A) < d(A, F{K))/4 for each
The function (? is continuous by Lemma 4.1 and the continuity of the homotopies H and a.
Q . If ^4 € JKΓ then ε(F(^)) = 0 and hence G restricts to F on K. Let A be an element oϊ 2®\K. Then ί = e(F(Λ)) > 0 and hence H t {F(A)) is finite. So G(A) is a finite union of translates of a t (A) and consequently a union of a finite set and a countable collection of copies of A. This means that G preserves dimension and
G-ι (Όim> k ) \K = Dim>£\K.
We shall now show that G is one-to-one. The restriction of G to K is obviously one-to-one.
(A)) and hence G(^l) is not in G(K) = F(K). For the remaining case let A, i? e 2®\K such that G(^) = G(B). Let π: Q -+ I be the projection onto the first coordinate and define the positive numbers r = ε(F(A)) and t = e(F(B)). Select a point j; = (*, JC) G G(^) = G(5) such that a = mm(π(G(A))) = min(π(G(B))). Note that y is an element of both H r (F(A)) and H t {F(B)). Since the latter sets are finite we can define λ > 0 as one half of the distance of y towards the other points in H r (F(A)) u H t (F(B)).
Let m and n be the first numbers that satisfy £ < λ and £ < λ.
We now have:
This implies:
This means that £ = { and ^A = {B and hence that A = B. So G is one-to-one and therefore an embedding. 9 we have that G(2Q\K) is a σZ-set. Consequently, G(2Q) c F(tf)U(j(2fi\tf) is a Z-set and G is a Z-embedding. This completes the proof.
Observing that G preserves many other properties we find for instance: COROLLARY with cohomological dimension at least k with respect to for instance the group Z.
QUESTION. IS cDim>^ σ-compact?
Observe that it follows from the proof of Theorem 4.6 that the sequence cDim>^ is ^-universal. If the answer to the question is yes then we have in view of Corollary 4.4 and the fact cDim>i = Dim>i that cDim>£ is ^-absorbing and cDinioo is homeomorphic to B^.
Uniformly > k-dimensional compacta in 2
Q . This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. Consider the following decreasing sequence of subsets of (2 e ) N : Proof. In view of Corollary 4.3 it suffices to show that the sequence is ^s -universal. We shall prove that the system X k can be embedded in Dim>£.
Let G stand for the compact, multiplicative subspace {0} U {2~m :ra = l,2,...}of/. According to Curtis [5] there exists a deformation H t : 2^ -+ 2<2 such that H o = 1 and H t (A) is finite if t > 0. Let P = (P w )S?=i b e a n dement of (2^) N . We define the continuous function F: Gx (2 β ) N -* 2<2 by F 0 (P) = {0} and F 2 -,(P) = 2" w P m u{0}.
We shall define inductively a sequence of compacta (A n )™ =ι such that A n c(GxQ) n -1 xG,
i.e., the n odd coordinates are in G and the « -1 even ones in Q. Put Aχ(P) = G and (x, a) eA n (P) and b eG}.
Here (x, α) G A n means that XG((?X Q)"" 1 and α e G. Note that since αb < α the odd components of the points in A n form a decreasing sequence. Applying Lemma 4.1 we find that every A n is a compactum that depends continuously on P. We identify each A n with its copy Λx{(0,0,. This is a countable union of finite sets because H ab {F a (P)) is finite if ab Φ 0. Consequently, the set ^+ 1 is countable. Assume that P φ X k . We shall prove that 0 has a neighbourhood in a(P) with dimension less than k. Since P φ X k there exists an m such that dim(.P/) < k for all i > m. So if we put c = 2~m then dim(/ 7 α (P)) < k for α < c. Let C consist of all points in Q whose first component is less than or equal to c. We shall prove inductively that dim^nC) < k. Obviously, we have dim(AιΠC) = 0. Assume that dim(A n Π C) < k and consider
An+i ΠC = \J{{(x, a)} x H ab {F a {P)) x {ab} : (x, a)eA n nC and b e G).
If a = 0 then α6 = 0 and H ab (F a (P)) = {0}. Consequently, we have:
Note that the H ab {F a (P)) in this expression is either finite or homeomorphic to F a (P). Since the odd components of points form a decreasing sequence in G we have that a < c whenever (x, a) is a point in A n nC. So every F a {P) is less than /:-dimensional. Since A' n is countable, the set A n+ \ n C is a countable union of < kdimensional compacta and therefore ά\m(A n +\ n C) < k. Note that a(P) n C = Π^Li π-^Λ Π C). Since π-^Λ n C) is the product of a < λ>dimensional compactum and a Hubert cube of diameter < 2~2 n , there is for every n an open cover of π~x{A n n C) (and hence of α(P) Π C) with mesh < 2~2 n and order < k . Consequently, we have dim(α(JP) Γ\C) <k and Consider now the case P G X^ . This means that dim(i^(P)) > k for infinitely many a e G. Let (x, 0) G A n . We show by induction that A n +\ is at least /c-dimensional at this point, i.e., every neighbourhood of the point in A n+ \ has dimension no less than k . First, consider 0 e A\. We have:
Selecting b = 0 we find The map β is obviously one-to-one and hence an embedding. Note that β(P) is a topological sum of a copy of a(P) and a uniformly infinite-dimensional space, so we retain the property
We may conclude that (Dim> A: (Q // ))^1 is ^j-universal just as Observe that Σ = (Σ n ) n is a decreasing sequence of σZ-sets in Q with the property that its intersection is CQ . The aim of this section is to show that c$ and C P (X) are ^s -absorbers in the Hubert cubes R N respectively R x . This is an improvement over the result of Dobrowolski, Gul'ko and Mogilski [8] and, independently, Cauty [3] that Co and C P (X) are homeomorphic to (Ij- For a space X and * e X we define the weak cartesian product W{X, *) = {x e X N : Xi = * for all but finitely many /}.
Let Γ be an ordered set. The following lemma is an adaptation to our needs of Proposition 3.2 in Dobrowolski, GuFko and Mogilski [8] . Proof. This is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let / = {f\, fi) be a Z-embedding of Q in Q x M. Let K and C be subsets of Q such that K is closed and C is an element of Jί. Select a map ε: Q-+I such that e~l(0) = K and ε(x) < p(f(x), f(K)) for each Proof It is well known (and easily verified) that C P (X) is an element of ^σs. Let ^ bea convergent sequence in X. Observe that U£Li{/Ξ R z ' 1/(^)1 ^ Λ for every aeA} is a crZ-set that contains Cp(X). It remains to be shown that C P (X) is strongly ^σ δ -universal.
We first prove this for the convergent sequence N = NU{oo}. In R and N we use the following arithmetic: 1/0 = 00 and 00 + a = 00 if a is finite. Define the following continuous function from R into RN : Ψ(r)(n) = sign(r)min{|r|,n}.
Note that Ψ(r)(n) is finite if n Φ oo and lim^ooΨ^Xn) = Ψ(r)(oo) = r. This means that Ψ(R) is a subset of Q(N). If / G R N then / is the extension of / over N that assigns 0 to oo. It is easily seen that Φ(/, r) = f + Ψ(r) is a well-defined map from R N x R onto RN. Observing that Φ~ι(h) = (h -Ψ(/?(oo))|N, Λ(oo)) we find that Φ is a homeomorphism. Note that Φ(CQ x R) = C P (N). According to Lemma 6.4 Co x R is strongly ^^-universal in Q x R and hence C P (N) is strongly ^σ δ -universal in R N . We use a similar argument to reduce the problem for C P (X) to Cp(N). Let d be a metric on X and let ^4 be a convergent sequence in X. We may assume that C P (A) is strongly ^σ δ -universal in R^ . Choose a retraction r from X onto ^4. The formula defines a continuous selection that extends every g e R A to an element of R x .
The map Ψ has the following properties: Ψ(g)\A = g, Ψ{g)\X\A has its values in R and Ψ(C P (A)) c C P (X). If /GR 1t hen / is the extension of / over X with zeros. As above it is easily seen that Φ(/, g) = f + Ψ(g) is a well-defined map from R χ \ A x R^4 onto R* and a homeomorphism. Let C P (X, A) stand for {f\X\A: f e C P {X) 2inάf\A = 0} and note that Φ(C P (X, A) x C P {A)) = Q(X). It is easily seen that the complement of C P (X, A) in R χ \ A is locally homotopy negligible and hence Lemma 6.4 implies that C P (X) is strongly ^^-universal in R x . This completes the proof of Theorem 6.5.
